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1. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The CITIPRO seat is a modular system consists of: 
- Top profiles with or without handle in plastic or brushed, polished,

painted or anodised aluminium
- Interchangeable seat and back in plastic, glued fabric or padded fabric - Back

support in plastic or aluminium
- Right or left armrest in plastic
- Hip stopper in plastic or aluminium
- Plastic side cover
- USB socket and LED lights

(for maintenance of the USB socket and LED lights contact the manufacturer)

LED LIGHTS 
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2. MODELS
TYPES OF SEAT STRUCTURE TOP/BOTTOM PROFILE SEAT/BACKREST 

   

Standard Aluminium: brushed, 
polished, painted or 
anodised 

PA6 
Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted 
or anodised 

PA6 
Polycarbonate 
Polyethylene (PE) 
Fabric 

height 563 
width 432 

depth 513 

PMR Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted or 
anodised 

PA6 
Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted or 
anodised 

PA6 
Polycarbonate 
Polyethylene (PE) 
Fabric 

height 640 
width 440 
depth 513 

Junior Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted or 
anodised 

PA6 
Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted or 
Anodised 

PA6 
Polycarbonate 
Polyethylene (PE) 
Fabric 

height 509 
width 432 
depth 513 

Jumbo Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted or 
anodised 

PA6 
Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted or 
anodised 

PA6 
Polycarbonate 
Polyethylene (PE) 
Fabric 

height 509 
width 624.5 
depth 513 

Tip up Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted or 
anodised 

PA6 
Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted or 
anodised 

PA6 
Polycarbonate 
Polyethylene (PE) 
Fabric 

height 665 
width 449 
depth 
open 555 
closed 234 

Flip Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted or 
anodised 

PA6 
Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted or 
anodised 

PA6 
Polycarbonate 
Polyethylene (PE) 
Fabric 

height 494 
width 432 
depth 
open 430 
closed 113 

Wood Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted or 
anodised 

PA6 
Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted or 
anodised 

Wood 
height 563 
width 432 
depth 513 

Multiseat Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted 
or anodised 

PA6 
Aluminium: brushed 
polished, painted 
or anodised 

PA6 
Polycarbonate 
Polyethylene (PE) 
Fabric 

variable width 

height 640 

depth 513 
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3. MATERIALS
PRODUCT ALUMINIUM STAINLESS STEEL PA6 POLYCARBONATE POLYETHYLENE WOOD FABRIC 

FRAME 

PLASTIC TOP AND BOTTOM PROFILE with or without handle 

METAL TOP AND BOTTOM PROFILE with or without handle 

SEATS AND BACKRESTS for all models 

ARMRESTS right or left, upwards tilting 

HIP STOPPER corridor side 

PLASTIC STANCHION SUPPORT for plastic top profiles 

METAL COLUMN SUPPORT for metal top profiles 

COVER corridor side 

BASES with wall fixing 

ADAPTERS made to measure 
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4. WARRANTY AND ASSISTANCE
Thank you for choosing and purchasing our product and for the trust you have placed in us. 
This product has a 24-month warranty from the delivery date as displayed on a document 
issued by the manufacturer (e.g. document or delivery note that came with the goods). The 
warranty is valid for any production defects, quality of the materials used and in the technical 
and aesthetic characteristics if they differ from that described in the manufacturer's 
specifications. 
In case of non-compliance of the ordered product, you have 60 days from receipt of goods to 
report any discrepancies. 
The aforementioned guarantee will become void if the product is used for any purposes 
other than those for which it was designed. 
This guarantee does not cover operations and/or repairs and/or any spare parts that are 
defective due to: 
- Failure to follow the use and maintenance instructions in the booklet supplied - Negligence
and improper use
- Incorrect installation
- Maintenance or repairs carried out by unauthorized personnel and/or use of non-original spare
parts - Damage caused during transport, unless Ruspa Officine S.p.A. carried this out or defects
caused by actions that are not attributable to product conformity defects.

Our Customer Helpline is available Monday to Friday from 08:00 to 17:00 on 
+39/011-9234111.

5. KIT SUPPLIED
A maintenance kit is supplied together with the seat comprising:
- 1 magnetic pen for removing the screw covers that secure the top and bottom profiles
- 1 torx key for disassembling the fixing screws
- 2 round magnets
- 2 screw covers

At the end customer’s disposal we provide a complete maintenance kit consisting of:  
- 1 magnetic pen for the extraction of the covers of the screws that fix the headers
- 1 Torx-key for removing the fixing screws
- 1 abrasive pad for the maintenance of brushed aluminum, also
   suitable for the removal of small superficial scratches on the structure
- 2 anti-vibration adhesive strips
- 2 round magnets  
- 2 screw covers
- 1 bottle of detergent

image1

Code. 6759080 
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6. ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Remove the magnetic covers from the frame end with the supplied magnetic pen. 
One end has a positive charge and the other negative. Turn the pen round to identify 
which end has the correct magnetic charge. (Image 2) 

Image 2 

Unscrew the torx screws with the key provided and remove them completely. (Image 3) 

Image 3 
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6. ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Remove the top profile by pulling upwards. 
If necessary, apply left and right alternating pressure by gently tapping with a non-
marking rubber mallet. (Image 4) 

Image 4 

Slide backrest or seat out from the metal structure. If the anti-vibration strips are damaged, 
replace them with the spare ones supplied with the kit. (Image 5) 

Image 5 

To reassemble, repeat the above operations in reverse order. 
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7. CLEANING
For cleaning metal, plastic, imitation leather or other parts: 

- Use a standard soap-based cleaning product and water - It is always
advisable to carry out a test of the chosen product on less visible areas
before starting complete cleaning

- For deeper cleaning, we recommend a non-abrasive liquid detergent such
as Pulimax MA-FRA®

- Apply the product to a clean cloth or sponge and rub until stains are
eliminated

- Rinse and clean with a dry cloth
- The product has low toxicity. It is advisable to use adequate protection,

gloves and mask as indicated on the packaging.

8. GRAFFITI REMOVAL
- For more tenacious marks such as permanent markers or paint, we

recommend LOCTITE® SF 7063 cleaner spray
- Clean with a dry cloth
- The product has low toxicity. It is advisable to use adequate protection,

gloves and mask as indicated on the packaging.
(Image 6)

Image 6 

9. SANITISING
All CITIPRO seats can be disinfected with normal ethyl alcohol, or with 
disinfectant products such as those from the SANITIZED® range. 
- It is always advisable to conduct a test on a less visible area before
commencing complete cleaning - It is advisable to use adequate
protection, gloves and mask as indicated on the packaging.
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10. POLISHING AND SCRATCH REMOVAL 

If the aluminium structure is not painted or anodised, the original brushed finish can 
be restored by rubbing with the special medium-grain Scotchbrite™ 3M abrasive 
sponge to erase scratches and restore the original satin finish. Then clean with a 
normal detergent.  
Metal or plastic parts that are badly damaged or which cannot be restored can be 
easily replaced, as described in the section describing maintenance and replacement 
of parts. (Image 7) 

Image 7 

11. WARNINGS
- Use only original components and spare parts
- Use cleaning fluids and sanitisers recommended by the manufacturer
- The use of non-compliant materials or equipment, such as those described below, are

NOT recommended:
-  Steam cleaners with temperatures above 100°
- Bleaches, acids, paint thinners
- Abrasive pastes or emery papers that could seriously damage the seat surfaces.

Ruspa Officine S.p.A. declines all responsibility for any damage to persons or things caused 
by non-compliance with these warnings and instructions. 
In such cases, the guarantee will be invalidated. 

12. DISPOSAL
The CITIPRO seat is modular and so can be easily disassembled. 
It can be recycled as it is or after simple disassembly, as more than 90% of the 
components are made of single materials.  
Only those models with padded seats require additional work to separate them into 
their constituent parts for recycling, as they are made of a mix of plastic, foam and 
coverings. 
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